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No one can know or understand life in physicality’s measures, designated “THE MATRIX” 
through mental relating outside of God. This is not possible because instinctive “lifecycles” 
are in absoluteness of eternal enlightens. Exaction testimonies of existence can only be 
documented through God’s Word, which can only be comprehended in eternal awareness 
granted in the spirit or mind. It is this awareness that distinguishes what God has mirrored 
in reflecting manifest ontology (existence). Total physical limitations of humans’ functions 
are scripturally documented. The Creator originates and controls everything, thus, nothing 
materializes aside from His granting of such. This is firmly verified in fallen humankind’s 
separated position from God; identified as spiritual death or the opposite of life. This state 
of separation from God renders humans’ measured capacity to communicate physically 
confined to things visually observed yet such are never vitally comprehended spiritually.  

Hence, humankind has no capability of eternal communions in the matrix, as such exhibits 
God’s plan and purpose (I Corinthians 2:11). Human perceptions function in the lowest 
level of evolutionary processes of documentations. Matrix elementally consciousness is 
rooted in, and feeds on familiarity resonations of past experiences retained momentously 
as only gateways imported for flexible expressions of nostalgias. Thence, it’s materialized 
imprecisions of possessive versions construe of its processes, as to its secessions of will 
in determination. In its viewing, only past, present and future measure; exhibiting visually, 
as though it is virtually its consistence. In this “cognizance,” appreciative awareness never 
meet expectations directed in completion but lingers in secessions of sequences dictated 
by its perceived environs. Materialize consciousness purports to thrive on its perceived 
useful employment and visual-abiding scenery’s either preparation or inclination of these 
roles depicting in sole identification with its physical factors.  

Physical functioning consciousness’ entire identity representations are based on visually 
examined virtual assessments for genuineness  of who, what, when, where, why and how 
contents are in matrix perceptions. In its habitual routine observation, dominant depictions 
of its life are in its discriminating ego that endeavors to narrate its functions solely in its   
misperceived larger and brighter individuality. Thus, it’s learning and gathering knowledge 
resonate solely in its confined conclusion of life, in belief that its boundaries encompass 
the zenith of intelligence. Yet, its terrain is not determinately confident in inconsistencies 
that do not afford enough certainty to adequately address challenges of life in its own 
environs. Thereof, it requisites guidance and support in security, rather than longing and 
lingering,  void of complete freedom in pre-determined receptive authority. The advent of 
this level of confidence is conscientiously awakened transcendent beyond mundane life’s 
scope; recognized as reality that is in fact in captivity of its secular thoughts, emotions 
and social roles, but specifically its predesigned assortments.   



Under the seeming aversive effects of sequencing moments, profound desire for freedom 
and truth arises in the search for paths leading to reassurances in its territorial intentions. 
Consciousness and alertness becomes resolute in scriptural realized truth about who and 
what assigned missions are. Predetermined absorptions are independently affirmed prior 
to the matrix’s rules, leaders, traditions, authorities and physical characterizations. Hence, 
its discoveries abide in theistic purpose beyond misconstrued, acceptable, “ready-made,” 
second-hand theories or explanations dependent on flexible opinions through “acquired” 
knowledge and experience from creaturely observations. Physical indulgences embarked 
on originated journeys falter at every level of their so viewed creature/creation’s fledging 
control. Misaligned consciousness apropos self-control, overly roots fear rather than hope 
or reward, as it malfunctions repute, as opposed to operate collectedly within regards to 
entities superior to it.  

Such illusory contemplations, however, merely produce temporary resonations, based on 
inhered suppressions, in that it’s certified resultant maintenance requires constant efforts. 
As the degree of endeavors decline, the overpowering desires, anger and emotions arise, 
causing even more frustration. Conversely, realization of actuality can be only scripturally 
imputed, which causes awakening unto eternal awareness that literally affirms what is 
absolutely necessary to understand matrix distinctions in its operations thereof. Ultimate 
focus is solely through Christ according to what manifestly, indeed dwell eternally in Him 
(Ephesians 3:11). Such are in knowledge of eternal mindset conformed to and informed 
through His word as the central theme of the matrix’s existence glorifying God. Attempts 
to separate eternal essence into distinctions of diverse operations immediately induces 
confusion in understanding God’s purpose. Simply stated, God is the sole determination 
of operations in the sphere of the matrix’s functioning. 
 
It is utter important to demarcate what living in eternal awareness of what is manifested 
in the matrix really is: namely, bi,oj (vee•os) and zwh, (zo•ee); both translated "living’ or 

"life." As such are purposed in God’s decree, Bi,oj (Vee•os) refers to the physical life and 

all that is associated with it, as far as it being the object, aim and purpose of our existence. 
However, eternal consciousness transcends in the essence of completions of all realized 
in eternality (Ephesians 3:18; Colossians 2:10). Although there are the induced physical 
processes manifested yet in physical life needs and its basic requirements (I Timothy 5:8); 
eternal consciousness functions are scripturally categorized as prioritized rather than its 
subordinate occupation (Colossians 3:2). Thus, the arena of eternality is prioritized over 
physicality as the abode of sustainable life and central relation on the basis of the richness 
of viable inheritance (Ephesians 1:18).  

Eternal consciousness overrules visually prone creature resolutions and/or resonations 

that strive in so viewed prosperous circumstances. It is this transcendent comprehension 

that solely imbues dependency of faith that is exuded through threatening times (Hebrews 

10:32-39). It focuses in on God’s purpose by faith as the key to spiritual growth because 

such an awareness continuously serves to place the allures and threats of the world into 

their proper perspective (Hebrews 11:24-29). Transcendent experiences entrench belief 

in God’s Word, as it’s unfolding of gloomy, desperate potentials are the most spiritually 

rewarding.  



Eternal consciousness’ focus is in essence actualized existence’s abode positioned in the 
Heavenlies’ orb. The security of this enlightenment transcends so viewed inevitability of 
physical life’s processes in the matrix’s so viewed “self-control,” which is not inhered in it 
but ingrained in its suppressive recognition and understanding of existence. This prospect 
visions self-control in physicality consciousness’ identification of forms creating actions 
through functions of manifested process capacities’ visual compositions of determinants.  
Conversely, actualized control does not progress on the basis of physicality’s orders as it 
is in predesigned and preassigned eternal purpose: how, why, when and what transpires. 
Nothing exists self-controlled in the matrix void of the transcendent external necessity of 
theistic authority’s utilization of eternal purpose subjections. Hence, matrix manifestations 
are transitorily reflective, yet their inability never stimulate creation’s lasting or permanent 
attainment.   
 
Completion in absolution is the pinnacle of peace in revelations of eternal consciousness. 
The most important characteristic attribute of this measure of comprehension is eternal 
alertness’ resistance of the present moment’s presumed existence in realizing its state of 
consciousness in an entirely new dimension; revealing a completely new perspective of 
the assertion of manifestation from actualization. Eternal unity belies the controversies of 
visuals sourced from the matrix’s physical visions, as though such are representative of 
their insistence on creature/creaturely impartations. Predetermined discovery envelopes 
constriction beyond contingences of rescinding pressures confined to physical hopes and 

formulations. Eternal awakening is summarily afforded in understanding and experiencing 
beyond the physical processes of the matrix’s misconstrued control over circumstances. 
Such illusory perceptions seemingly induce their requisites for determinate explorations’ 
insertions.  
 

Functionalities structured in creature alliances implode as they requisite performance of 
their components’ operands to align in secularly directed peacefulness. Everything abides 
eternally in completion of actualize consciousness that does not contemplate merely in 
visuals of but equates in transcendence of what physical/secular circumstances ascribe. 
Internally, the matric ascribes that all exploits devise whatever is visualized such that they 
delineate superficial supervening rather than eternal efficient intervening. Consciousness 
in visual depictions relates in physical/secular experiences solely unified in what exhibits 
potentials asserted of tactic processes i.e., ploys of transitional forms in- crease (I Timothy 
6:5). Eternality exacts its consciousness’ in actuality of the interminable realm, i.e., in 
everlastingly refreshments’ ultimate realization. Eternal occurrences extracts more than 
merely events interspersed along within courses but culmination in definite joy and glory.  
 
This convention is in stark contrast to the matrix’s alluded inner behavior that accords that 
its residency is determinable in its physical actions’ arena. Eternal consciousness’ onset 
of scriptural knowledge of God’s purpose exudes the confidence that there has never 
been problems of disasters or heartaches that were not pre-determinately subsumed in 
God’s eternal decree prior to their manifestation in time/space nor has there ever been 
situations not purposed beforehand (II Corinthians 4:8-9; II Timothy 2:3-4). Eternally 
conceptualized comprehension adequately provides sufficient contributions to spiritual 
growth’s actuality. In progression, God’s Word is determinately deposited in illuminations 



of confidential edification (I Timothy 6:6). Actualized viewing requires not only knowledge 
beyond that which is visually discerned but faith driven reception of what such internalizes 
as eternal deposits. This necessitates precious truthfulness, completely and unreservedly 
in completion.  
Eternal consciousness enables confidentially abiding in the matrix’s contemplation. Relief 
in actualize doctrinal principles is essentially the central elements of knowledge in the true 
sense of spiritual growth and development in life functioning. The progress of walking in 
this truth exudes the stabilizing secure foundation capable of withstanding the ferocious 
daily onslaught of challenging confinements (I Thessalonians 3:3-5; c.f. I Peter 5:8-10). 
To "fight the good fight," requisites such illumination inculcated as actualize truth held fast 
in imparted faith objectives (I Timothy 6:12); in order to commence spiritually functioning 
in total unconditional committed trust in God’s predetermined purpose. Thus, sustenance 
is solely through undaunted trust in eternality’s completion, as all things transpire through 
God's grace; beginning with salvation’s actualized enactment in pre-assignment of God’s 
eternal choice (Ephesians 2:8-9).  
 
In order to "through endurance, may run the race clearly set before us," it is important to 
daily be "looking unto Jesus, the originator and completer of the faith” (Hebrews 12:1-
2).  Here, the Greek word avforw/ntej (ahph•or•on•dehs) literally rendered “to fix on,” "turn 

to" or “look to,” infers to direct attention away from all visuals to eternal objectives. Hence, 
faith energizes to realization focusing upon eternal intentions; to maximize its facilitation 
and production as absoluteness in completion. "Nourishment" of God’s Word provides 
distinct understanding characterization of determinism in the matrix’s functions. Entrance 
into this enlightenment extracts eternal occurrences in manifestation of spiritual principal 
progression that entails continuous interaction as eternal consciousness nurtures beyond 
visual adversity. As trials inflict daily challenges, such ever readily induce faithfulness by 
identification in eternally accepted purposefulness, as entrusted to predetermination of all 
things according to God’s Will.  
 
Spiritual development exhibits primarily and fundamentally, eternal trust accomplished in 
its principles. Cursory exposure to the matrix’s shadow whims reflects ineptness of 
useless determinism. Accordingly, scriptural principles of actualization are not laden by 
any reservation, utilizing eternal effectuations according to what presently abide; even in 
matrix’s challenging situations (Hebrews 11:17-19). Inquiries incurred in matrix viewing 
illustrate mirror procession spectacles as though such are commendably characteristic in 
origins, progressions and unconditional completion. Overviewed conscriptions inquire in 
scriptural postures of eternal consciousness that its representations are merely reflections 
of processes God designed for such. Indefatigable matrix refractions in its microcosmic, 
applicative visions of experiences are solely allege premise of actualized determinations, 
visually contained in internalization of occurrences; sequentially, purportedly renderings 
past, present and future. Even as such are mentally influential, none are inevitable of 
viable potentials. Conversely, eternal consciousness evinces all distinctly structured in 
originations and culminations in scriptural revelation of eternality’s effectuation dominated 
in God’s decreed mindset. It is from this comprehension that the graciousness of God 
grants realization of all previously actualized according to His eternal purpose rather 
physical progressions of processes.  


